
goals foundations actions touchpoints
start 
here

evaluating & translating

provide a new 
perspective

disseminate 
learning through 
creative sharing 
concepts

ethnocultural 
markets

ethnocultural 
organizations

peers & community 
memberspublic spaces 

- libraries, malls

places of worship

social media

5 translate & mobilize

evaluate & sustainwhat is 
knowledge 

mobilization

what is 
knowledge 
translation

generate action 
toward change

spread learnings 
from process & 
new program 

designs
apply emergent 

knowledge

commit to 
sustained 

community 
engagement

shift the 
perspective on 

evaluations

doing & building

acknowledge 
contributions

co-create new 
perspectives & 
meanings4 support learning

learn & re�ect

ethnocultural 
markets

ethnocultural 
organizations

peers & community 
memberspublic spaces 

- libraries, malls

places of worship

accomodate  
social & economic 

factors

use a co-design 
process

go beyond
words

(particularly for 
those with
language 
barriers)

allow for cultural 
values, & beliefs

arts based 
inquiry & creative 

engagement 
techniques

make a safe 
space for any 

triggers related 
to topic

foster multi-levels 
& di�erent kinds 

of knowledge

position 
stakeholders as 

co-learners 

re�ect & 
acknowledge 

new 
understandings

learning through 
doing

use tools for open, 
equitable 
dialogue

trust & sharing

�nd a space

build a shared 
understanding3

�nd space
foster sharing

ethnocultural 
markets

ethnocultural 
organizations

peers & community 
memberspublic spaces 

- libraries, malls

support 
accessibility

take a trauma 
informed 

approach to 
asking 

questions 

physical spaces - 
meet people 

where they are

create brave/safe 
spaces - 

psychological 
safety

virtual spaces - 
transcend the 

physical

encourage 
storytelling as 

sharing

identify key 
questions to 

generate sharing
use asking as 

learning 

create and 
distribute 
recruiting 
materials

learning & framing

build a foundation 
of openness & 
willingness to listen

pre-learn - how & 
why2 support reciprocal 

learning
invite your community

consider your 
intention & 

purpose

ethnocultural 
markets

ethnocultural 
organizations

peers & community 
members

integrate 
principles  for 
working with 
structurally 

marginalized 
populations

observe the 
principles of 

co-design

create new 
shared 

persepctives & 
shared 

understanding of 
needs

unlearn past 
biases & old 
approaches create a process 

or mechanism for 
communicating 

with stakeholders recruit your 
particpants  

identify who 
needs to be 

included
exploring & understanding

1 be comfortable 
with not knowing

take stock

learn the need

�nd your community
identify & 
understand

ethnocultural 
markets

ethnocultural 
organizations

peers & community 
memberspublic spaces 

- libraries, malls

social media

Avoid assimilation 
practices -  ensure 

cultural 
preservation

 focus on 
authentic 

relationships & 
engagement

interogate your 
own power & 

privilege

make time and 
space for sharing 

& dialogue

respectfully
interact &
attend to 

diverse ways of 
knowing wtih 
compassion

acknowledge your 
bias, assumptions 

and values

engage 
community 

partners

identify what 
resources you 
have to o�er

identify system 
factors & pain 

points

identify & 
understand 

power dynamics 
& di�erentials

make 
connections with 

trusted 
community 
connectors

develop a 
workshop plan 
based on lived 

experience

A New Approach to Health Information Sharing
A program blueprint for creating bo�om up workshops with structurally marginalized groups.

How does it work?
“A New Approach to Health Information Sharing” includes tools and information to help you to 
engage with or within structurally marginalized communities to build knowledge together 
towards improving health and well being.  The system includes a program blueprint as well as 
action cards and foundational knowledge cards. 

You may find it useful to work in a linear and methodological fashion from phase 1 of the 
blueprint all the way to phase 5 engaging using all the cards along the way. Or, you may be 
starting somewhere in the middle or even towards the end and using only those cards that 
strike a chord with you. The foundational knowledge cards can lend evidence or language that 
can support requests for funding or that can meet questions around why a program should be 
designed with communities instead of for them. 

The specific content of workshops created using this system are dependent on the interests 
and needs of the participants. A focus on process rather than outcomes is highly encouraged. 
This system is designed to support you, so feel free to jump around. Use whatever aspects that 
are helpful, however they are helpful.

Why the need for change?
Research shows that typical top-down health information sharing approaches are ine�ective at 
improving health outcomes for structurally marginalized groups, individuals and communities. Top 
down approaches may even be harmful. Yet, organizations struggle with shifting the way that 
programs are developed and disseminated.

Who is this for?
This program is for anyone looking for a di�erent approach and some tools 
to foster health information awareness including individuals embedded 
within a community, community organizations, facilitators with varying 
amounts of experience engaging communities, organizations with funding 
directed at improving health outcomes, and many others. 

What is the new approach?
The techniques and foundational knowledge contained in this program blueprint offers an 
approach that engages communities and individuals from the ground level. This program is 
based in seven guiding principles:

community 
trusted 

partners

facilitator
community 
participants

and small change can be big change!

meet people 
where 

they are

work with 
existing community

 circles of trust

support 
individual 

dignity

recognize
 capacity 

& bandwidth

support 
inclusion 
& equity

recognize & 
provide culturally 
appropriate care


